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T–ideals of Cayley Hamilton algebras
Claudio Procesi
Abstract
We develop the general Theory of Cayley Hamilton algebras and we compare
this with the theory of pseudocharacters. We finally characterize prime T–
ideals for Cayley Hamilton algebras and discuss some of their geometry.
To the memory of T. A. Springer
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Foreword
A basic fact for an n× n matrix a (with entries in a commutative ring)
is the construction of its characteristic polynomial χa(t) := det(t − a) and
the Cayley Hamilton theorem χa(a) = 0.
The notion of Cayley Hamilton algebra (CH algebras for short), see Defi-
nition 2.13, was introduced in 1987 by Procesi [18] as an axiomatic treatment
of the Cayley Hamilton theorem. This was done in order to clarify the The-
ory of n–dimensional representations, cf. Definition 1.2, of an associative
and in general noncommutative algebra R (from now on just called algebra).
The theory was developed only in characteristic 0, for two reasons, the
first being that at that time it was not clear to the author if the characteristic
free results of Donkin [8] and Zubkov [30] were sufficient to found the theory
in general. The second reason was mostly because it looked not likely that
the main theorem 2.18 could possibly hold in general.
The first concern can now be considered to have a positive solution due to
the contributions of several people and we may take the book [7] as reference.
As for the second, that is the main theorem in positive characteristic, the
issue remains unsettled. The present author feels that it should not be true
in general but has no counterexamples.
Independently, studying deformations of representations of Galois groups,
the theory of pseudocharacters or pseudorepresentations was developed by
several authors see [29], [28]. We shall discuss the relationships between the
two approaches in Theorem 2.17.
A partial theory in general characteristics replacing the trace with the
determinant, a norm, appears already in Procesi [15] and [19].
For the general definition, see Chenevier [4]. The original definition over
Q is through the axiomatization of a trace, see §2.1, and closer to the Theory
of pseudocharacters Definition 2.15. The definition via trace is also closer
to the languange un Universal algebra, while the one using norms is more
categorical in nature. In this paper we restrict to characteristic 0 and traces,
a discussion of the general case will appear elsewhere.
1. Invariants and representations
1.1. n–dimensional representations
Let us recall some basic facts which are treated in detail in the forth-
coming book with Aljadeff, Giambruno and Regev [1].
For a given n ∈ N and a ring A by Mn(A) we denote the ring of n × n
matrices with coefficients in A, by a symbol (ai,j) we denote a matrix with
entries ai,j ∈ A, i, j = 1, . . . , n.
In particular we will usually assume A commutative so that the con-
struction A 7→Mn(A) is a functor from the category C of commutative rings
to that R of associative rings. To a map f : A → B is associated a map
Mn(f) :Mn(A)→Mn(B) in the obvious way Mn(f)((ai,j)) := (f(ai,j)).
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Definition 1.2. By an n–dimensional representation of a ring R we mean
a homomorphism f : R→Mn(A) with A commutative.
The set valued functor A 7→ homR(R,Mn(A)) is representable. That is:
Proposition 1.3. There is a commutative ring Tn(R) and a natural iso-
morphism jA
homR(R,Mn(A))
jA
≃ homC(Tn(R), A), jA : f 7→ f¯
given by the commutative diagram f =Mn(f¯) ◦ jR:
R
jR
//
f
$$❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
Mn(Tn(R))
Mn(f¯)

Mn(A)
. (1)
The map jR : R → Mn(Tn(R)) is called the universal n–dimensional
representation of R or the universal map into n× n matrices.
Of course it is possible that R has no n–dimensional representations, in
which case Tn(R) = {0}.
Remark 1.4. The same discussion can be performed when R is in the cate-
gory RF of algebras over a commutative ring F.
Then the functor A 7→ homRF (R,Mn(A)) is on commutative F algebras
and Tn(R) is an F algebra.
From now on F will be a fixed commutative ring.
The construction of jR is in two steps, first one easily sees that when
R = F 〈xi〉i∈I is a free algebra then:
Proposition 1.5. Tn(R) = F [ξ
(i)
h,k] is the polynomial algebra over F in the
variables ξ
(i)
h,k, i ∈ I, h, k = 1, . . . , n and jR(xi) = ξi := (ξ
(i)
h,k) is the generic
matrix with entries ξ
(i)
h,k.
Definition 1.6. The subalgebra Fn(I) := F 〈ξi〉 ofMn(F [ξ
(i)
h,k]), i ∈ I, h, k =
1, . . . , n generated by the matrices ξi is called the algebra of generic matrices.
If I has ℓ elements we also denote Fn(I) = Fn(ℓ). A classical Theorem
of Amitsur states that:
Theorem 1.7. If F is a domain then Fn(I) is a domain. If ℓ ≥ 2 then
Fn(ℓ) has a division ring of quotients Dn(ℓ) which is of dimension n
2 over
its center Zn(ℓ).
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These algebras have been extensively studied. One defines first the com-
mutative algebra Tn(ℓ) ⊂ Zn(ℓ) generated, for all a ∈ Fn(ℓ), by the coeffi-
cients σi(a) of the characteristic polynomial
det(t− a) = tn +
n∑
i=1
(−1)iσi(a)t
n−i, ∀a ∈ Fn(ℓ).
Next define Sn(ℓ) = Fn(ℓ)Tn(ℓ) ⊂ Dn(ℓ), (called the trace algebra). One
can understand Sn(ℓ) and Tn(ℓ) by invariant theory, see Theorem 1.8.
The invariant theory involved is presented in [16] when F is a field of
characteristic 0, and may be considered as the first fundamental theorem of
matrix invariants. For a characteristic free treatment the Theorem is due to
Donkin [8]. In general assume that F is an infinite field:
Theorem 1.8. The algebra Tn(ℓ) is the algebra of polynomial invariants un-
der the simultaneous action of GL(n, F ) by conjugation on the space Mn(F )
ℓ
of ℓ–tuples of n× n matrices.
The algebra Sn(ℓ) is the algebra of GL(n, F )–equivariant polynomial
maps from the space Mn(F )
ℓ of ℓ–tuples of n× n matrices to MnF ).
As usual together with a first fundamental theorem one may ask for
a second fundamental theorem which was proved independently by Procesi
[16] and Razmyslov [22] when F has characteristic 0 and by Zubkov [30] in
general, see the book [7].
The best way to explain this Theorem in characteristic 0, and which is
the basis of the present work, is to set it into the language of universal algebra
by introducing the category of algebras with trace and trace identities, see
§2.1.
A general algebra R can be presented as a quotient R = F 〈xi〉/I of a
free algebra. Then jF 〈xi〉(I) generates in Mn(F [ξ
(i)
h,k]), i ∈ I, h, k = 1, . . . , n
an ideal which is, as any ideal in a matrix algebra, of the form Mn(J), with
J an ideal of F [ξ
(i)
h,k]. Then the universal map for the algebra R is given by
jR : R → Mn(F [ξ
(i)
h,k]/J). By the universal property this is independent of
the presentation of R.
Again one may add to R the algebra Tn(R) generated by the coefficients
of the characteristic polynomial σi(a), ∀a ∈ jR(R).
1.9. Symmetry
The functor homR(R,Mn(A)) has a group of symmetries: the projective
linear group PGL(n).
It is best to define this as a representable group valued functor on the
category C of commutative rings. The functor associates to a commutative
ring A the group Gn(A) := AutA(Mn(A)) of A–linear automorphisms of the
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matrix algebra Mn(A). To a morphism f : A → B one has an associated
morphism f∗ : Gn(A)→ Gn(B) and the commutative diagram:
Mn(A)
g
//
Mn(f)

Mn(A)
Mn(f)

Mn(B)
f∗(g)
//Mn(B)
. (2)
One has a natural homomorphism of the general linear group GL(n,A) to
Gn(A) which associates to an invertible matrix X the inner automorphism
a 7→ XaX−1.
The functor general linear group GL(n,A) is represented by the Hopf
algebra Z[xi,j][d
−1], i, j = 1, . . . , n with d = det(X), X := (xi,j) with
the usual structure given compactly by comultiplication δ, antipode S and
counit ǫ:
δ(X) = X ⊗X, S(X) := X−1, ǫ : X → 1n.
The functor Gn(A) is represented by the sub Hopf algebra, of GL(n,A),
Pn ⊂ Z[xi,j][d
−1] formed of elements homogeneous of degree 0. It has a
basis, over Z, of elements ad−h where a is a doubly standard tableaux with
no rows of length n and of degree h · n. For a proof see [1] Theorem 3.4.21.
Finally we have an action of Gn(A) on homR(R,Mn(A)) by composing a
map f with an automorphism g. One has a commutative diagram
R
jR
//
f

Mn(Tn(R))
Mn(g◦f)

Mn(A)
g
//Mn(A)
. (3)
Assume now that R is an F algebra so also Tn(R) is an F algebra and
Mn(Tn(R)) =Mn(F )⊗F Tn(R).
If g is an automorphism of Mn(F ) set gˆ := g ◦ jR. Given g1, g2 two
automorphisms of Mn(F ) we have when A = Tn(R) and f = jR in Formula
(3):
1⊗ ĝ1 ◦ g2 ◦ jR = (g1 ◦ g2)⊗ 1 ◦ jR = g1 ⊗ 1 ◦ 1⊗ gˆ2 ◦ jR
= 1⊗ gˆ2 ◦ g1 ⊗ 1 ◦ jR = 1⊗ gˆ2 ◦ 1⊗ gˆ1 ◦ jR
implies ĝ1 ◦ g2 = gˆ2 ◦ gˆ1. Which implies that the map g 7→ gˆ is an antihomo-
morphism from AutF (Mn(F )) to Aut(Tn(R)). Finally
Proposition 1.10. The map g 7→ g ⊗ gˆ−1 is a homomorphism from the
group AutFMn(F ) to the group of all automorphisms of Mn(Tn(R)). The
image of R under jR is formed of invariant elements.
Theorem 2.18 states that when R is an n Cayley–Hamilton algebra the
map jR is an isomorphism to this ring of invariants. We call this statement
the strong embedding theorem.
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2. The trace
In this section we assume, unless otherwise specified, that the algebras
are over Q.
2.1. Axioms for a trace
Definition 2.2. An associative algebra with trace, over a field F is an
associative F algebra R with a 1-ary operation
t : R→ R
which is assumed to satisfy the following axioms:
1. t is F–linear.
2. t(a)b = b t(a), ∀a, b ∈ R.
3. t(ab) = t(ba), ∀a, b ∈ R.
4. t(t(a)b) = t(a)t(b), ∀a, b ∈ R.
This operation is called a formal trace. We denote t(R) := {t(a), a ∈ R}
the image of t. From the axioms it follows that t(R) is a commutative F
algebra which we call the trace algebra of R.
Remark 2.3. We have the following implications:
Axiom 1) implies that t(R) is an F–submodule.
Axiom 2) implies that t(R) is in the center of R.
Axiom 3) implies that t is 0 on the space of commutators [R,R].
Axiom 4) implies that t(R) is an F–subalgebra and that t is t(R)–linear.
These axioms in general are quite weak and strange traces may appear.
For instance if R is a commutative A algebra any A linear map of R to A
satisfies these axioms.
As examples of strange traces, to use later in order to see why Cayley–
Hamilton algebras are special, the reader may use R = F [x]/(x2) and either
t(1) = 0, t(x) = 1 or t(1) = 1, t(x) = 1. On the other hand for each n ∈ N
the trace t(1) = n, t(x) = 0 is a natural trace arising from matrix theory.
The axioms are in the form of universal algebra so that in the category
of algebras with trace free algebras exist, see §2.6.1.
By a homomorphism of algebras with trace R1, R2 we mean a homo-
morphism f : R1 → R2 of algebras which commutes with the trace, that is
f(t(a)) = t(f(a)). Clearly a homomorphism of algebras with trace R1, R2
induces a homomorphism of their trace algebras T1, T2.
Thus algebras with trace form a category which we will denote TF or
simply T when F is chosen.
In fact we may distinguish between algebras with 1 or no assumption.
In general we make no special assumptions on t(1).
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Definition 2.4. Given an algebra R with trace, a set S ⊂ R generates R if
R is the smallest subalgebra closed under trace containing S.
By trace ideal or simply ideal in an algebra R with trace we mean an
ideal closed under trace.
Remark 2.5. An algebra R can be finitely generated as trace algebra but
not as algebra, for instance the free trace algebra, even in one variable.
Clearly if I ⊂ R is a trace ideal of an algebra with trace then R/I is an
algebra with trace and t(R/I) = t(R)/[I ∩ t(R)]. The usual homomorphism
Theorems hold in this case.
There is a twist in this definition, clearly if I, J are two trace ideals
also I + J, I ∩ J are trace ideals. As for the product we need to be careful
since IJ need not be closed under trace. For instance if I is the ideal of
positive elements in the free algebra for each variable x we have x2 ∈ I2 but
tr(x2) /∈ I2.
So we should define
I · J := IJ +R · tr(IJ), I ·n := I · I ·n−1.
In particular we say that I is nilpotent if for some n we have I ·n = 0.
Proposition 2.6. 1. Let R be an algebra with trace and T its trace al-
gebra. If U is a commutative T algebra then U ⊗T R is an algebra with
trace t(u⊗ r) = u⊗ t(r) and U ⊗ 1 is its trace algebra.
2. Given two algebras with trace R1, R2 with trace algebras T1, T2 their
direct sum is R1 ⊕ R2 with trace t(r1, r2) := (t(r1), t(r2)) and trace
algebra T1 ⊕ T2.
3. Finally if R is an algebra with trace and T is its trace algebra and T
has also a trace with trace algebra T1 the composition of the two traces
is a trace on R with trace algebra T1.
In particular we can apply this when U = TS is the localization of T at
a multiplicative set S.
2.6.1. The free trace algebra
The free trace algebra over a setX of variables will be denoted by FT 〈X〉.
By definition it is a trace algebra FT 〈X〉 containing X and such that for
every trace algebra U the set of homomorphisms from FT 〈X〉 to U are in
bijiection with the maps X → U . It can be described as follows.
Start from the usual free algebra F 〈X〉, then consider the classes of cyclic
equivalence of monomials M , which we formally denote tr(M). The algebra
FT 〈X〉 = F 〈xi〉i∈I [tr(M)] is the polynomial ring in the infinitely many
commuting variables tr(M) over the free algebra F 〈X〉. Its trace algebra is
the polynomial ring F [tr(M)] in the infinitely many commuting variables
tr(M). The map tr :M 7→ tr(M) is the formal trace.
As for the usual theory of polynomial identities we have:
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Definition 2.7. Given a trace algebra U , an element f ∈ FT 〈X〉 is a trace
identity for U if it vanishes under all evaluations X → U .
It is a pure trace identity if f ∈ F [tr(M)].
Then it is easy to see that the set of trace identities of a trace algebra
U is a (trace) ideal of FT 〈X〉 which is closed under the endomorphisms
(variable substitutions) of FT 〈X〉.
Such an ideal is called a T–ideal. Conversely any T–ideal I of FT 〈X〉
is the ideal of trace identities of an algebra, namely FT 〈X〉/I. An algebra
FT 〈X〉/I with I a T–ideal, is called a relatively free algebra on X since it is
a free algebra in the variety of algebras satisfying the identities of I.
Finally we define:
Definition 2.8. Two trace algebras are trace PI–equivalent of just PI–
equivalent if they satisfy the same trace identities.
In particular a trace algebra is PI–equivalent to the free trace algebra
modulo the T–ideal of its identities.
2.9. The Cayley–Hamilton identities
We start with the case of just one variable X = {x} which is of special
importance. In this case the trace algebra TX is the polynomial algebra in
the infinitely many variables tr(xi), i = 0, . . . ,∞ while the free algebra
FT 〈X〉 = TX [x].
It is convenient to identify the trace algebra with the ring of symmetric
functions on infinitely many variables λj , with coefficients in Q[tr(1)].
We do this by identifying tr(xi) with the power sum ψj :=
∑
j λ
i
j . This
is compatible with matrix theory, when x is an n × n matrix over C and
λ1, . . . , λn its eigenvalues we have tr(x
i) =
∑n
j=1 λ
i
j.
We have, in the ring Q[tr(x), . . . , tr(xi), . . .] the formal elementary sym-
metric functions σi(x) which correspond in this identification, to the ele-
mentary symmetric functions ei.
The elementary symmetric functions are related to the power sums by
the recursive formula:
(−1)mψm+1 +
m∑
i=1
(−1)i−1ψiem+1−i = (m+ 1)em+1 (4)
We have the generating formula, for symmetric functions in n variables λj ,
obtained using the Taylor expansion for log(1 + y).
n∑
i=0
(−1)ieiu
i =
n∏
r=1
(1− λru) = exp(−
∞∑
j=1
ψj
j
uj).
We then define the elements σi(x) in the free algebra by
∞∑
i=0
(−1)iσi(x)u
i := exp(−
∞∑
j=1
tr(xj)
j
uj). (5)
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We may define, for each n, in the free algebra with trace in a single variable
x the formal Cayley Hamilton polynomial
CHn(x) := x
n +
n∑
i=1
(−1)iσi(x)x
n−i. (6)
Example CH1(x) = x−tr(x); CH2(x) = x
2−tr(x)x+
1
2
(tr(x)2−tr(x2)).
CH3(x) = x
3−tr(x)x2+
1
2
(tr(x)2−tr(x2))x−
1
3
tr(x3)−
1
6
tr(x)3+
1
2
tr(x2)tr(x).
2.9.1. The multilinear form
It is convenient to use also the multilinear form of the Cayley–Hamilton
identity and of the symmetric functions σi(x), which can be obtained by
the process of full polarization. For this, given a permutation σ ∈ Sm, we
decompose σ = (i1i2 . . . ih) . . . (j1j2 . . . jℓ)(s1s2 . . . st) in cycles then we set:
Tσ(x1, x2, . . . , xm) (7)
= tr(xi1xi2 . . . xih) . . . tr(xj1xj2 . . . xjℓ)tr(xs1xs2 . . . xst). (8)
From the basic elements Tσ of Formula (7) take m = k+1. We may assume
that the last cycle ends with st = k + 1 so the last factor is of the form
tr((xs1xs2 . . . xst−1)xk+1), hence we have that
Tσ(x1, x2, . . . , xk+1) = tr(ψσ(x1, x2, . . . , xk)xk+1) (9)
where ψσ(x1, x2, . . . , xk) is the element of FT 〈X〉 given by the formula
ψσ(x1, x2, . . . , xk)
= tr(xi1xi2 . . . xih) . . . tr(xj1xj2 . . . xjℓ)xs1xs2 . . . xst−1 .
(10)
Then we have the multilinear form, (see also Lew [13]):
Proposition 2.10. 1. For each k ≤ n the polarized form of σk(x) is the
expression
Tk(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑
σ∈Sk
ǫσTσ(x1, . . . , xk). (11)
2. The polarized form of CHn(x) is
CH(x1, . . . , xn) = (−1)
n
∑
σ∈Sn+1
ǫσψσ(x1, x2, . . . , xn). (12)
Here ǫσ denotes the sign of σ.
3.
tr(CH(x1, . . . , xn)xn+1) = (−1)
nTn+1(x1, . . . , xn+1). (13)
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For the proof see [6] or [1] Proposition 12.1.12.
Example n = 2 (polarize CH2(x))
CH2(x) = x
2 − tr(x)x+ det(x) = x2 − tr(x)x+
1
2
(tr(x)2 − tr(x2)). (14)
x1x2 + x2x1 − tr(x1)x2 − tr(x2)x1 − tr(x1x2) + tr(x1)tr(x2)
= CH2(x1 + x2)− CH2(x1)− CH2(x2).
Also from the decomposition into cosets Sn+1 = Sn
⋃n
i=1 Sn(i, n+1), of the
symmetric group, one has the recursive formula
Tn+1(x1, . . . , xn+1) = Tn(x1, . . . , xn)tr(xn+1)−
n∑
i=1
Tn(x1, . . . , xixn+1, . . . , xn).
(15)
2.10.1. The first and second fundamental Theorem for matrix invariants
The first and second fundamental Theorems for matrix invariants may
be viewed as the starting point of the Theory of Cayley–Hamilton algebras.
Theorem 2.11. The algebra FT,n〈X〉 of equivariant polynomial maps from
X–tuples of n × n matrices, Mn(F )
X to n × n matrices Mn(F ), is the free
algebra with trace modulo the T–ideal generated by the nth Cayley Hamilton
polynomial and tr(1) = n.
FT,n〈X〉 := FT 〈X〉/〈CHn(x), tr(1) = n〉 . (16)
Remark 2.12. It can be shown that, if we do not set tr(1) = n we have:
⊕ni=1FT,i〈X〉 = FT 〈X〉/〈CHn(x)〉 .
To be concrete if X has ℓ elements, let Aℓ,n denote the polynomial func-
tions on the space Mn(F )
ℓ (that is Aℓ,n = F [ξ
(i)
j,h] is the algebra of polyno-
mials over F in ℓn2 variables ξ
(i)
j,h, i = 1, . . . ℓ; j, h = 1, . . . , n).
On this space, and hence on Aℓ,n, acts the group PGL(n, F ) by conju-
gation.
The space of polynomial maps from Mn(F )
ℓ to Mn(F ) is
Mn(Aℓ,n) =Mn(F )⊗Aℓ,n.
On this space acts diagonally PGL(n, F ) and the invariants
FT,n〈x1, . . . , xℓ〉 =Mn(Aℓ,n)
PGL(n,F ) = (Mn(F )⊗Aℓ,n)
PGL(n,F )
give the relatively free algebra in ℓ variables in the variety of trace algebras
satisfying CHn(x).
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For the trace algebra we have Tn(ℓ) = A
PGL(n,F )
ℓ,n . Of course we may let
ℓ be also infinity (of any type) and have
FT,n〈X〉 =Mn(AX,n)
PGL(n,F ) = (Mn(F )⊗AX,n)
PGL(n,F )
where AX,n is the polynomial ring on Mn(F )
X .
For a formulation and proof of these Theorems in all characteristics or
even Z–algebras, the Theorem of Zubkov, the reader may consult [7].
2.12.1. Cayley–Hamilton algebras
Definition 2.13. An algebra with trace satisfying the n–Cayley–Hamilton
identity (12) and tr(1) = n will be called an n–Cayley–Hamilton algebra or
n–CH algebra.
In other words an n–Cayley–Hamilton algebra is a quotient, as trace
algebra, of one relatively free algebra FT,n〈X〉.
For n = 1 a 1–CH algebra is just a commutative algebra in which the
trace is the identity map.
Remark 2.14. If R is an n–CH algebra then A⊗TR (2.6) is an n–CH algebra.
If S ⊂ R is a subalgebra with trace algebra U ⊂ T and R is an n–CH
algebra then S is also an n–CH algebra.
Following Taylor [28], we define:
Definition 2.15. A pseudocharacter (or pseudorepresentation) of a group
G, of degree n with coefficients in a commutative ring A, is a map t : G→ A
satisfying the following three properties:
1. t(1) = n.
2. t(ab) = t(ba), ∀a, b ∈ G.
3. Tn+1(g1, . . . , gn+1) = 0, ∀gi ∈ G (Formula (11)).
Frobenius [9], discovered already that this is a property of an n–dimensional
character.
The connection between the previous two definitions is the following.
One considers the group algebra A[G] and then extends the map t to a trace
with trace algebra A. Next one considers the Kernel of the trace, that is
Kt := {a ∈ A[G] | t(ab) = 0, ∀b ∈ A[G]}.
It is then an easy fact to see that, if t is a pseudocharacter of G of degree n,
then A[G]/Kt is a n– Cayley Hamilton algebra. In particular if A ⊃ Q one
can apply Theorem 2.18. In general we have:
Proposition 2.16. If R is an algebra with trace and the trace satisfies
Tn+1(x1, . . . , xn+1) =
∑
σ∈Sn+1
ǫσTσ(x1, . . . , xn+1) = 0
then CHn(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Kt and R/Kt is an n– Cayley Hamilton algebra.
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Observe that, from Formula (15) it follows that, if R satisfies the multi-
linear identity Tn+1, then it satisfies Tj, ∀j ≥ n+ 1.
From the next Theorem 2.18 then follows:
Theorem 2.17. Given a pseudocharacter t of a group G, of degree n with
coefficients in a commutative ring A ⊃ Q there is a commutative A–algebra
B and a representation ρ : G→ GLn(B) so that:
t(g) = tr(ρ(g)), ∀g ∈ G, ker(ρ) = Kt, ρ : A[G]→Mn(B) (17)
with Kt the kernel of the associated trace form.
In particular in [28] the Theorem that if A is an algebraically closed
field of characteristic 0, then the pseudocharacter is associated to a unique
semisimple representation of G follows from our Theorem 3.17 2).
2.17.1. The main Theorem of Cayley–Hamilton algebras
Let now R be any n–CH algebra over a field F ⊃ Q.
Choosing a set of generators X for R we may present R as a quotient of
a free algebra FT,n〈X〉 = (Mn(F ) ⊗ AX,n)
PGL(n,F ) modulo a trace ideal I.
By a suitable analogue of a theorem of invariant theory one has that
I(Mn(F )⊗AX,n) ∩ FT,n〈X〉 = I.
Now I(Mn(F )⊗AX,n) is an ideal of Mn(F )⊗AX,n =Mn(AX,n) so there is
an ideal J ⊂ AX,n, which is PGL(n, F ) stable with
I(Mn(F )⊗AX,n) =Mn(J)
from which:
Theorem 2.18. We have a commutative diagram in which the first hori-
zontal arrows are isomorphisms the second injective and the vertical maps
surjective:
FT,n〈X〉
i
−−−−→
∼=
Mn[AX,n]
PGL(n,F ) −−−−→ Mn[AX,n]
y
y
y
R
iR−−−−→
∼=
Mn[AX,n/J ]
PGL(n,F ) −−−−→ Mn[AX,n/J ]
(18)
Notice that the previous commutative diagram exists in general, and i
is always an isomorphism. The fact that in characteristic 0, iR is an iso-
morphism depends upon the fact that GL(n), in characteristic 0, is linearly
reductive, and then the proof, see [18] or [1] Theorem 14.2.1, of this Theorem
is based on the so called Reynold’s identities.
The map R
iR−−−−→
∼=
Mn[AX,n/J ]
PGL(n,F ) −−−−→ Mn[AX,n/J ] is called
the universal map into matrices since one has a natural isomorphism between
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homT (R,Mn(B)) ≃ homC(AX,n/J,B) (with C the category of commutative
algebras).
The algebra AX,n/J , with its PGL(n, F ) action, is the algebra Tn(R) of
Proposition 1.3.
Definition 2.19. We denote by Tn the category of commutative algebras
equipped with a rational PGL(n, F ) action (and where the morphisms are
PGL(n, F ) equivariant).
The functor R 7→ Tn(R) is from the category of n–CH algebras to the
category Tn.
This functor has a right adjoint C 7→ Rn(C) :=Mn[C]
PGL(n,F ):
homTn(Tn(R), C) ≃ homT (R,Rn(C)) , ϕ 7→ 1⊗ ϕ,
R = (Mn(F )⊗ Tn(R))
PGL(n,F ) 1⊗ϕ−−−−→ (Mn(F )⊗ C)
PGL(n,F ) = Rn(C)..
(19)
The adjoint is also given by the universal map π : Tn(Rn(C)) → C cor-
responding to the identity map of Rn(C). Notice that from the previous
Formula it follows that π restricted to the invariants gives isomorphism
π : Tn(Rn(C))
PGL(n,F ) ≃→ CPGL(n,F ).
If C = Tn(S) for some CH algebra S Formula (2.17.1) becomes:
homTn(Tn(R), Tn(S)) ≃ homT (R,Rn(Tn(S))) = homT (R,S). (20)
In other words, always for Q algebras:
Proposition 2.20. The functor R 7→ Tn(R) is an equivalence between the
category of n–CH algebras and a full subcategory of the category Tn
It is easy to give examples of algebras in Tn which are not of the form
Tn(R). For instance take a nilpotent conjugacy class O of n × n matrices.
If the order of nilpotency of elements of O is k ≤ n then one sees that
Rn(C) = F [x]/(x
k), tr(xi) = 0, i = 1, . . . , k− 1. This is independent of the
conjugacy class but depends only on k.
In general the nature of Tn(R) may be quite difficult to study. For in-
stance consider the scheme of pairs of commuting matrices that is the ring
An := F [X,Y ]/(XY − Y X = 0) generated by the entries of two generic
n× n matrices X,Y modulo the ideal generate by the entries of XY − Y X.
One easily sees that it is of the form Tn(R), R = Rn(F [x, y]/([x, y])). It is
not known if this ring is a domain.
An important consequence of this Theorem is:
Corollary 2.21. An n–CH algebra R satisfies all polynomial identities of
Mn(Q).
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Let us draw a first consequence.
Lemma 2.22. Let a be an n×n matrix with entries in a commutative ring
A.
1) If a is nilpotent also tr(a) is nilpotent.
2) If a = a2 is idempotent then tr(a) satisfies the monic polynomial
with integer coefficients
∏n
i=0(x− i).
Proof. 1) Since in a commutative ring A the set of nilpotent elements is
the intersection of the prime ideals we are reduced to the case in which A is
a domain. Hence we can embed it into a field. For matrices over a field the
trace of a nilpotent matrix is 0.
2) We may assume that A has a 1. From the localization principle it is
enough to prove this for A local. In this case An = aAn ⊕ (1 − a)An. The
two projective modules of this decomposition are both free and the rank of
aAn is some integer 0 ≤ i ≤ n so tr(a) = i and the claim follows.
Lemma 2.23. Let R ⊂ S be an inclusion of trace algebras over some field F .
Assume that R ·T (S) = S. Then R and S satisify the same trace identities.
Proof. Since we are in characteristic 0 by polarization it is enough to prove
that every multilinear trace identity of R holds in S. This follows from the
fact that, by definition the trace of S is T (S) linear.
Proposition 2.24. Let R be an n–CH algebra over F , then R is trace–PI
equivalent to a finite dimensional F algebra.
Proof. First R is PI–equivalent to its associated relatively free algebra FR(X)
which is a quotient of the free Cayley–Hamilton algebra FT,n〈X〉 associated
to matrices. By Capelli’s theory this decomposes under the linear group
(acting on the space spanned by X) in irreducible representations of height
≤ n2 so the same is true for FR(X) which is thus PI equivalent to the algebra
on the first n2 variables. We may thus assume that R is finitely generated
over F .
By Theorem 2.18 we embed R ⊂Mn(A), with A a commutative algebra,
finitely generated over F , and the embedding is compatible with the trace.
Then A can be embedded in a commutative algebra B which contains a field
G ⊃ F and it is finite dimensional over G, see Cohen [5]. Then S := RB ⊂
Mn(B) is a trace algebra finite dimensional over G and satisfies the same
trace identities with coefficients in F as R by Lemma 2.23.
By enlarging G if necessary we may assume that S¯ = S/J = ⊕iMni(G)
and J = ⊕jGaj for some finite set of elements aj and J
h = 0 for some h.
Then the algebra R˜ generated by ⊕iMni(F ) and the elements ai is finite
dimensional. We claim that the trace algebra of R˜ is also finite dimensional.
Since trace is linear it is enough to show that tr(a) is algebraic over F
for a in a basis of R˜ over F . Now the traces of the nilpotent elements, in
particular of the elements in its radical are all nilpotent so we only need to
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show that the traces of the elements ei,i are algebraic over F . Now if e = e
2
is an idempotent tr(e) satisfies the polynomial of Lemma 2.22. Finally the
algebra R generated by R˜ and its traces is finite dimensional and since
RG = S it is PI–equivalent to S and hence to R.
2.24.1. Azumaya algebras
Azumaya algebras play a special role in this Theory. If R is an Azumaya
algebras of rank n2 over its center Z then one can prove that Tn(R) is
faithfully flat over Z and R⊗Z Tn(R) =Mn(Tn(R). We think of R as a non
split form of matrices, see [1], §10.4.1.. We claim that
Proposition 2.25. If an Azumaya algebras R of rank n2 over its center
Z ⊃ Q has a Z–linear trace t with respect to which it is an n–CH algebra
then t = tr the usual reduced trace.
Proof. By the main Theorem 2.18 we have a trace preserving embedding of
R in the universal algebra Mn(Tn(R)) under which t is the trace and since
the reduced trace is independent of the splitting the claim follows.
In fact it also follows that, under the same hypotheses with respect to t,
if we have that R is an k–CH algebra then k = i · n for some i and t = i · tr
with tr the usual reduced trace.
2.26. The variety of semisimple representations
There is a geometric interpretation of Theorem 1.8. Consider the space
of ℓ–tuples of matrices Mn(F )
ℓ where we shall now assume that F is alge-
braically closed of any characteristic.
We think of the space Mn(F )
ℓ as the space of n–dimensional representa-
tions of the free algebra F 〈x1, . . . , xℓ〉 in ℓ generators, where a representation
ρ : F 〈x1, . . . , xℓ〉 →Mn(F ) corresponds to the ℓ–tuple (ai := ρ(xi)).
The linear group GL(n, F ) acts by simultaneous conjugation, in fact this
action is trivial by the scalar matrices and hence should be thought of as an
action of the projective linear group
G := GL(n, F )/F ∗ = PGL(n, F ).
Remark 2.27. 1. Clearly two ℓ–tuples are in the same orbit if and only if
the two representations are isomorphic.
In other words the study of isomorphism classes of representations is the
same as the study of G–orbits.
2. Notice that in the language of orbits, if ρ : F 〈x1, . . . , xℓ〉 → Mn(F )
is a representation, i.e. ρ ∈ Mn(F )
ℓ, its stabilizer in GL(n, F ) is the set of
elements of GL(n, F ) for which gρg−1 = ρ. That is the elements of GL(n, F )
which are in the commutant or centralizer of the image of the representation.
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From the definitions it also follows that the n–dimensional representation
ρ : F 〈x1, . . . , xℓ〉 → Mn(F ) can be thought of as a representation of the
relatively free CH–algebra FT,n〈x1, . . . , xℓ〉 → Mn(F ) compatible with the
trace. Denote for simplicity Sn(ℓ) := FT,n〈x1, . . . , xℓ〉 and with Aℓ,n the
algebra of polynomial functions on the space Mn(F )
ℓ as in Theorem 2.18.
By Geometric invariant theory the variety associated to the trace algebra
Tn(ℓ) = A
PGL(n,F )
ℓ,n of the algebra Sn(ℓ) parametrizes closed orbits, hence we
should understand which representations correspond to closed orbits. This
has been shown by M. Artin, [3], see [1] Chapter 14.
First let us recall that given any module V , over an F–algebra R, so
that V is of finite dimension n over the field F , we can construct a Jordan–
Ho¨lder series V = V1 ⊃ V2 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Vm ⊃ Vm+1 = 0 of submodules Vi so
that Vi/Vi+1 is always irreducible. The semisimple representation ⊕iVi/Vi+1
does not depend, up to isomorphism, on the chain chosen, this is the Jordan–
Ho¨lder Theorem. It will be called the semisimple module associated to the
given module. When we fix a basis of ⊕iVi/Vi+1 we have associated to this
module a semisimple representation, whose orbit is independent of the basis.
Theorem 2.28. A semisimple representation associated to any given rep-
resentation is in the closure of its orbit.
A representation is in a closed orbit if and only if it is semisimple.
Theorem 2.29. The ring of invariants Tn(ℓ) of ℓ–tuples of n×n matrices,
is the coordinate ring of an irreducible affine variety
Vn(ℓ) :=Mn(F )
ℓ//GL(n, F ). (21)
If ℓ ≥ 2 the variety Vn(ℓ) is of dimension (ℓ−1)n
2+1. Its points parametrize
isomorphism classes of semisimple representations of dimension n of the free
algebra in ℓ–variables or of trace compatible semisimple representations of
Sn(ℓ).
Assume now F of characteristic 0, (for the general case see [15], [19]).
The algebra Sn(ℓ) also has a geometric interpretation. First denote by
π :Mn(F )
ℓ → Vn(ℓ) :=Mn(F )
ℓ//GL(n, F )
the quotient map associated to the inclusion Tn(ℓ) = A
PGL(n,F )
ℓ,n ⊂ Aℓ,n.
Consider a maximal ideal m ⊂ Tn(ℓ) corresponding to a point p ∈ Vn(ℓ).
By Proposition 3.4 we have
mSn(ℓ) ∩ Tn(ℓ) = m
and the CH algebra Sn(ℓ)/mSn(ℓ) is finite dimensional with trace alge-
bra F = Tn(ℓ)/m. The points of Mn(F )
ℓ thought of as representations of
Sn(ℓ)→Mn(F ) which factor through
Σp := Sn(ℓ)/mSn(ℓ) =Mn(An,ℓ/m)
GL(n,F )
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are thus the points in the fiber π−1(p). In particular, the radical J of Σp
vanishes on the closed orbit formed by semisimple representations of Σp. So
the ponts of the closed orbit are representations of Σ¯p := Σp/J . By Corollary
3.7 J is in fact the kernel of the trace form. The algebra Σ¯p is a semisimple
algebra with trace and simple as trace algebra. So, given a point q in the
closed orbit the corresponding representation ρq : Σ¯p →Mn(F ) is injective.
Now a semisimple subalgebra of Mn(F ) is described by Proposition 3.11.
We then have the finitely many strata of closed orbits associated to the
lists m1, . . . ,mk and a1, . . . , ak of positive integers with
∑
jmjaj = n. As
we shall remark later, §3.38.1, in the quotient variety these are the smooth
strata of Luna’s stratification by stabilizer type.
Of particular importance is the open set Un,ℓ of irreducible represen-
tations that is of ℓ–tuples of matrices which generate the algebra Mn(F )
(ℓ ≥ 2). On this open set the group PGL(n, F ) acts freely and the quo-
tient Un,ℓ//PGL(n, F ) is smooth in Mn(F )
ℓ//GL(n, F ), in fact except a
few cases this is exactly the smooth part of Mn(F )
ℓ//GL(n, F ). The map
π˜ : Un,ℓ → Un,ℓ//PGL(n, F ) is a principal PGL(n, F ) bundle locally trivial
in the e´tale topology, see [14].
This geometric description has a counterpart in the structure of the
algebra Sn(ℓ) which is an Azumaya algebra of rank n
2 over its center exactly
in the points of Un,ℓ//PGL(n, F ). This fact can be seen in a more explicit
form as follows. Let p ∈ Un,ℓ be a point corresponding to a surjective map
ρ : F 〈x1, . . . , xℓ〉 →Mn(F ). Then there are two elements a, b ∈ F 〈x1, . . . , xℓ〉
so that ρ(a) is a diagonal matrix with distinct and non zero entries and the
elements ρ(a)iρ(b)j , i, j = 0, . . . , n − 1 form a basis of Mn(F ). Let a¯, b¯ be
the images of a, b in Sn(ℓ) then the two invariants D(a¯) the discriminant of
a¯ and ∆ = det(tr(b¯ia¯j)) the discriminant of the basis b¯ia¯j are in Tn(ℓ) and
do not vanish on p and hence on π(p).
Let T˜n(ℓ)p := Tn(ℓ)[D(a¯)
−1,∆−1] and Ep := T˜n(ℓ)p[t]/CHn(a).We claim
that Ep is e´tale over T˜n(ℓ)p and
Ep ⊗T Sn(ℓ) ≃Mn(Ep).
In fact inverting ∆ implies that Sn(ℓ)[∆
−1] is a free module over Tn(ℓ)[∆
−1]
with basis b¯ia¯j, i, j = 0, . . . , n − 1. Then inverting also D(a¯) gives that
the subalgebra Tn(ℓ)[(D(a¯)∆)
−1][a] ⊂ Sn(ℓ)[(D(a¯)∆)
−1] is isomorphic to
Ep. The characteristic polynomial of the element a has distinct eigenvalues
so that adding a is a simple e`tale extension, cf. [21]. The left multiplica-
tion of Sn(ℓ)[(D(a¯)∆)
−1] on itself maps Sn(ℓ)[(D(a¯)∆)
−1] isomorphically to
EndEp(Sn(ℓ)[(D(a¯)∆)
−1]), since Sn(ℓ)[(D(a¯)∆)
−1] is a free Ep module with
basis the elements b¯j, j = 0, . . . , n− 1.
By the compactness of the Zariski topology one has a finite covering
of Un,ℓ//PGL(n, F ) by affine open sets associated to pairs a¯i, b¯i as before.
Notice that the fibration π : Un,ℓ → Un,ℓ//PGL(n, F ) is NOT locally trivial
in the Zariski topology since the ring of fractions of Sn(ℓ) is a division algebra
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and not a matrix algebra over a field as it would be if locally trivial in the
Zariski topology.
3. Cayley Hamilton algebras
3.1. General theory
3.1.1. Some basic definitions
Definition 3.2. 1. A simple trace algebra is one with no proper trace
ideals,
2. A prime trace algebra is one in which if I, J are two trace ideals with
IJ = 0 then either I = 0 or J = 0.
3. Finally a semiprime trace algebra is one in which if I is an ideal with
I2 = 0 then I = 0.
Notice that prime implies semiprime.
Definition 3.3. Given a trace algebra R the set
KR := {x ∈ R | t(xy) = 0, ∀y ∈ R} (22)
will be called the kernel of the trace algebra.
R is called nondegenerate if KR = 0.
If I is a (trace ideal) in a trace algebra R we set K(I) ⊃ I to be the
ideal such that R/K(I) = KR/I . We call K(I) the radical kernel of I.
Proposition 3.4. Let R be an algebra with trace tr and T its trace ring.
Assume that tr(1) is invertible in T , then:
1. Given any ideal I of T we have that IR is a trace ideal and IR∩T = I
so R/IR is an algebra with trace and trace ring T/I.
2. Moreover R decomposes into the direct sum T⊕R0, of T modules, with
R0 the space of trace 0 elements.
3. If R is prime resp. simple as algebra with trace then T is a domain
resp. a field.
Proof. 1) Let a =
∑
j tjrj ∈ T with tj ∈ I, rj ∈ R. Taking traces we have
tr(a) =
∑
j
tjtr(rj), tr(a) = a · tr(1) =⇒ a = tr(1)
−1
∑
j
tjtr(rj) ∈ I.
2) The second part follows from axiom (4) as the map x 7→ t(1)−1t(x) is a
T linear projection to T with kernel R0.
3) Since tr(1) is invertible T 6= {0}. If a, b ∈ T are non zero and ab = 0
then aR, bR are two trace ideals and aRbR = 0 a contradiction.
If R is simple and a ∈ T, a 6= 0 then aR is a trace ideal hence aR = R.
So there is a b ∈ R with ab = 1 and then a · tr(b) = tr(1). Since tr(1) is
invertible the claim follows.
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Observe that an algebra R can be considered as algebra with trace by
setting the trace identically equal to 0.
Proposition 3.5. KR is the maximal trace ideal J where tr(J) = 0.
If t(1) is invertible R/KR is non degenerate.
If R is an nth–CH algebra we have Kn
2
R = 0.
1
Proof. The first part is clear, as for the second if a ∈ R is in the kernel
modulo KR we have that for all r ∈ R, t(ar) ∈ KR so
t(t(ar)) = t(ar)t(1) = 0, =⇒ t(ar) = 0
and the claim follows.
As for the last statement, we have that the Cayley Hamilton identity on
I is xn = 0 so the statement follows from Razmyslov’s estimate in the so
called Dubnov–Ivanov Nagata–Higman Theorem, [1] Theorem 12.2.13.
Proposition 3.6. Let R be a nth–CH algebra and r ∈ R a nilpotent element,
then tr(r) is nilpotent.
Proof. By Theorem 2.18 we can embed R into matrices over a commutative
ring so that the trace becomes the ordinary trace. Hence the statement
follows from Lemma 2.22.
Corollary 3.7. Let R be a nth–CH algebra with trace algebra reduced (no
nonzero nilpotent elements) then if r ∈ R is nilpotent we have rn = 0, its
Kernel KR is the maximal nil ideal and K
n2
R = 0.
In particular we have
Corollary 3.8. 1) An nth–CH algebra R is semiprime if and only if its
trace algebra is reduced and the Kernel KR = 0.
2) An nth–CH algebra R is prime if and only if its trace algebra is a
domain and KR = 0.
Proof. Assume R semiprime. If the trace algebra contains a non zero nilpo-
tent element then it contains one with a2 = 0 and then Ra is a trace ideal
with (Ra)2 = 0. Also if KR 6= 0 since K
n2
R = 0 the algebra is not semiprime.
Conversely if R has an ideal I 6= 0 with I2 = 0 then for each a ∈ I we
have tr(a) is nilpotent, by Proposition 3.6 hence tr(a) = 0 by assumption.
If for all a ∈ I we have tr(a) = 0 then I ⊂ KR hence I = 0.
As for the second statement let us show that the given conditions imply
R prime. In fact given two ideals I, J with IJ = 0 since t(I) ⊂ I, t(J) ⊂ J
we have t(I)t(J) = 0. Since these are ideals and T is a domain one of them
must be 0. If t(I) = 0 then I ⊂ KR = {0} by hypothesis.
Conversely if R is prime we must have KR = 0 by Corollary 3.8 2). By
Proposition 3.4 4) T (R) is a domain.
1
n
2 is not the best bound, conjecturally the best is
(
n+1
2
)
verified only for very small
values of n.
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Finally the local finiteness property:
Proposition 3.9. An nth–CH algebra R finitely generated over its trace
ring T is a finite T module.
Proof. The Cayley Hamilton identity implies that each element of R is in-
tegral over T of degree ≤ n then this is a standard result in PI rings conse-
quence of Shirshov’s Lemma, see [1] Theorem 8.2.1..
3.10. Semisimple algebras
Given two lists m := m1, . . . ,mk and a := a1, . . . , ak of positive integers
with
∑
j mjaj = n consider the algebra
F (m; a) := ⊕ki=1Mmi(F ), with trace t(r1, . . . , rk) =
k∑
i=1
tr(ri)ai, (23)
and tr(ri) the trace as matrix.
F (m; a) is a subalgebra (of block diagonal matrices) of Mn(F ), with the
block Mmi(F ) repeated ai times. Hence F (m; a) is an n–CH algebra, and,
as trace algebra, it is simple.
Conversely
Proposition 3.11. If F is algebraically closed and S ⊂Mn(F ) is a semisim-
ple algebra then it is one of the algebras F (m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak).
Proof. A semisimple algebra S over F is of the form S = ⊕ki=1Mmi(F ). An
embedding of S in Mn(F ) is a faithful n–dimensional representation of S.
Now the representations of S are direct sums of the irreducible representa-
tions Fmi of the blocksMmi(F ), and a faithful n–dimensional representation
of S is thus of the form
⊕i(F
mi)⊕ai , ai ∈ N, ai > 0,
∑
i
aimi = n.
For this representation the algebra S appears as block diagonal matrices,
with an mi×mi block repeated ai times. The trace is then the one described
in Formula (23).
Theorem 3.12. Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0
and S an n–CH algebra with trace algebra F and kernel KS.
Then S/KS is finite dimensional, simple, and isomorphic to one of the
algebras F (m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak).
Proof. Passing to S/KS we may assume that KS = 0. Let us first assume
that S is finite dimensional, then by Corollary 3.7 we have that S is a
semisimple algebra so it is of the form S = ⊕ki=1Mmi(F ). Since S is an
n–CH algebra it is a quotient of one of the free algebra Sn(m) for some m.
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Restricted to the trace algebra Tn(m) this gives a point p in the quotient
variety, thus S as trace algebra is of the form Σ¯p and the statement follows
from the discussion of §2.26.
Now let us show that S is finite dimensional. For any choice of a finite
set of elements A = {a1, . . . , ak} ⊂ S let SA be the subalgebra generated by
these elements. By a standard theorem of PI theory, since S is algebraic of
bounded degree each SA is finite dimensional. Then if JA is the radical of
SA we have, by the previous discussion, that dimSA/JA ≤ n
2. Let us choose
A so that dimSA/JA is maximal. We claim that S = SA and JA = 0.
We have that JA is the kernel of the trace form of SA.
First let us show that JA ⊂ KS the Kernel of the trace form of S. If
a ∈ JA let r ∈ S we need to show that tr(ra) = 0. If r ∈ SA this is the
previous statement, if r /∈ SA then SA,r ) SA and we claim that JA,r ⊃ JA,
in fact otherwise dimSA,r/JA,r > dimSA/JA a contradiction.
Then by the previous argument tr(ar) = 0 so a ∈ KS but, since S is
simple, KS = 0 and JA = 0. Next if SA 6= S we have again some SA,r ) SA
and now JA,r 6= 0 a contradiction.
3.13. The trace algebra is a field
We want to study general CH algebras over a field F such that the values
of the trace are in F .
First some examples.
If R is a finite dimensional simple F algebra, then we have R = Mk(D)
with D a division ring finite dimensional over its center G which is also finite
dimensional over F . Let dimGD = h
2, dimF G = ℓ.
The algebra R is endowed with a canonical reduced trace which is a
composition of two traces
trR/F = trR/G ◦ trG/F
The reduced trace trR/G can be defined as follows. We take an algebraic
closure G¯ of G then. if a ∈Mk(D):
dimGD = h
2 =⇒ Mk(D)⊗G G¯ =Mk·h(G¯)
and the trace trR/G(a) := tr(a⊗ 1) as matrix.
It is an easy fact that trR/G(a) ∈ G. As for trG/F (g), g ∈ G one takes
the trace of the multiplication by g a ℓ× ℓ matrix over F .
If the characteristic of F is 0 (or in general if G is separable over F ) we
have
G⊗F G¯ = G¯
ℓ, g ⊗ 1 = (λ1, . . . , λℓ) =⇒ tr(g) =
∑
i
λi.
Proposition 3.14. If the characteristic of F is 0 this is a k ·h·ℓ CH algebra.
Proof. We have
Mk(D)⊗F G¯ =Mk(D)⊗G(G⊗F G¯) =Mk(D)⊗G(G¯
ℓ) =Mk·h(G¯)
ℓ ⊂Mk·h·ℓ(G¯)
and the reduced trace is induced by the trace of Mk·h·ℓ(G¯).
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Consider a general semisimple algebra finite dimensional over F
R = ⊕pi=1Mki(Di), dimGi Di = h
2
i , dimF Gi = ℓi
where Gi is the center of the division algebra Di. Given positive integers
ai, i = 1, . . . , p we may define the trace
t(r1, . . . , rp) :=
p∑
i=1
aitr(ri), ri ∈Mki(Di), tr(ri) ∈ F the reduced trace
(24)
Theorem 3.15. The algebra R = ⊕pi=1Mki(Di) with the previous trace is
an n–CH algebra with n =
∑
i aini, ni = kihiℓi.
Conversely any trace on R which makes it into an n–CH algebra for
some n is of the previous form.
Proof. In one direction the statement is clear. The reduced trace tr(ri) is the
ordinary trace associated to an embedding of Mki(Di) into ni× ni matrices
over the algebraic closure F¯ . So the trace of formula (24) is the ordinary
trace associated to an embedding of R into n× n matrices over F¯ .
For the second, such a trace induces a trace in
R⊗F F¯ = ⊕
p
i=1Mki(Di)⊗F F¯ = ⊕
p
i=1Mki·hi(F¯ )
ℓi (25)
for which this algebra is still n–CH. For such an algebra we know, Theorem
3.12, that there are some weights ai,j ∈ N, i = 1, . . . , p, j = 1, . . . , ℓi
associated to all the blocks Mki·hi(F¯ ) for which the trace is given by a
Formula analogous to formula (24).
We only need to show that, for each i the ℓi weights ai,j, j = 1, . . . , ℓi
are equal, set ai := ai,j. This follows from the fact that the Galois group of
F¯ over F preserves the trace and permutes the ℓi summandsMki·hi(F¯ ).
Remark 3.16. Observe, from Formula (25) that dimF R ≤ n
2 and further if
dimF R = n
2 then R is a central simple F algebra and R⊗F F¯ =Mn(F¯ ).
We can now generalize Theorem 3.12
Theorem 3.17. 1. If S is a simple trace algebra, and tr(1) is invertible,
its trace algebra is a field F .
2. If S is an n–CH algebra with trace algebra a field F and KS = 0 then
S is finite dimensional over F , simple and isomorphic to one of the
algebras of Theorem 3.15.
3. If R is an n–CH algebra with trace algebra a field F and S := R/KR is
of rank n2 over its center F then KR = 0 and S is simple as algebra.
Proof. 1) The fact that, if S is a simple trace algebra, the trace algebra is
a field follows from Proposition 3.4.
2) This will follow if we can show that the kernel of S⊗F F¯ is 0, where
F¯ is an algebraic closure of F .
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Now consider an element
∑k
i=1 si⊗ fi ∈ KS⊗F F¯ with the fi ∈ F¯ linearly
independent over F .
If a ∈ S we have
0 = tr(a
k∑
i=1
si ⊗ fi) =
k∑
i=1
tr(asi)⊗ fi.
Since the fi ∈ F¯ are linearly independent over F and we have tr(asi) ∈ F ,
this implies that for all a and for all i we have tr(asi) = 0. So si is in the
kernel of S which is assumed to be 0 hence si = 0 and KS⊗F F¯ = 0.
3) As in part 2) we may reduce to the case F algebraically closed so
that, from Remark 3.16, R/KR = Mn(F ). At this point we have several
options, first we reduce to R finitely generated so finite dimensional over F
and hence by Wedderburn’s principal theorem we have Mn(F ) ⊂ R. Thus
R =Mn(A) with A an algebra with Jacobson radical J and A/J = F . Then
since R satisfies the PI of n × n matrices it follows that A is commutative.
Finally by the main theorem one has that A must be the trace algebra so
by hypothesis A = F .
Another option is to use the fact that in the previous geometric picture
the irreducible representations form the part of the spectrum of the quotient
which is smooth and where the quotient is a principal fibration.
3.18. The Spectrum
Proposition 3.19. 1) If R is a semiprime n–CH algebra with trace algebra
A and a ∈ A is not a zero divisor in A then a is not a zero divisor in R.
2) If R is a prime algebra with trace, the trace algebra A is a domain
and R is torsion free relative to A.
Proof. 1) Let J := {r ∈ R | ar = 0}, then J is an ideal and we claim it
is nil hence by hypothesis 0. In fact taking trace 0 = t(ar) = at(r) implies
t(r) = 0 for all r ∈ J , since r satisfies its CH it must be rn = 0.
2) If a ∈ A and J := {r ∈ R | ar = 0} then both J and Ra 6= 0 are
trace ideals. We have RaJ = 0 from this the claim.
Theorem 3.20. If R is a prime n–CH algebra with trace algebra A and G
is the field of fractions of A we have R⊗AG is a simple n–CH algebra with
trace algebra G and R ⊂ R⊗A G.
Proof. Since R is torsion free over A we have R ⊂ R⊗AG. Clearly the trace
algebra of R ⊗A G is G so, by Theorem 3.17 it is enough to show that the
kernel is 0. Since G is the field of fractions of A each element of R ⊗A G is
of the form r ⊗ g, if this element is in the kernel then r is in the Kernel of
R hence r = 0.
Remark 3.21. As a consequence R⊗AG = ⊕
k
i=1Si with Si simple and finite
dimensional over G. We see that, if R is prime as n–CH algebra then, the
ideal {0} =
⋂k
i=1 Pi is the intersection of the finitely many minimal prime
ideals Pi = R ∩ ⊕
k
j=1, j 6=iSj . Finally R/Pi ⊗A G = Si.
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Corollary 3.22. A prime n–CH algebra R is PI equivalent to one of the
algebras F (m; a) of Formula (23).
Proof. Clearly R is PI equivalent, with the notations of Theorem 3.20, to
its ring of fractions R⊗T G which in turn is PI equivalent to R ⊗T G with
G the algebraic closure of G. Then by Theorem 3.12 R ⊗T G is one of the
algebras G(m; a) which, as F algebra is PI equivalent to F (m; a).
In any associative algebra R one can define the spectrum of R as the set
of all its prime ideals, it is equipped with the Zariski topology.
For commutative algebras the spectrum is a contravariant functor with
f : A → B giving the map P 7→ f−1(P ). But in general a subalgebra
of a prime algebra need not be prime and the functoriality fails for non
commutative algebras.
For algebras with trace R we may define:
Spect(R) := {P | P is a prime trace ideal}.
If T ⊂ R is the trace algebra we have the map j : Spect(R)→ Spec(T ), P 7→
P ∩ T. For an n–CH algebra R we have the remarkable fact:
Proposition 3.23. The map j : Spect(R) → Spec(T ), P 7→ P ∩ T is a
homeomorphism, its inverse is p 7→ K(pR).
Proof. First, by Proposition 3.4 1. and any trace ideal I ⊂ R we have that
I ∩ T = t(I) = K(I) ∩ T . In fact if a ∈ I ∩ T we have a = t(at(1)−1) and, if
a ∈ K(I) we have t(a) ∈ I.
We first show that, for an n–CH algebra R, the ideal K(pR), is prime.
This follows from the characterization of prime algebras, Corollary 3.8
2), since t(R/K(pR)) = T/p a domain and the kernel of R/K(pR) is {0}.
So the composition in one direction is the identity p = K(pR) ∩ T .
If P is a prime ideal we need to show that P = K((P∩T )R). We certainly
have P ⊃ K((P ∩T )R) so it is enough to show that, if P ⊃ Q are two prime
ideals and P ∩ T = Q ∩ T then P = Q. In fact in R/Q we have t(P/Q) = 0
which implies P/Q = 0.
So for n–CH algebras the spectrum is also a contravariant functor setting
f : A→ B, P 7→ K(f−1(P )).
In particular let p be a prime ideal of T and consider the local algebra Tp
and
Rp := R⊗T Tp
we have then:
Corollary 3.24. Rp is a local ring with maximal ideal K(Rpp).
Theorem 3.15 describes the possible residue and trace simple algebras
Sp := Rp/K(Rpp).
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One also has, Remark 3.21, that there are only a finite number of prime
(not trace invariant) ideals Pi of R with Pi ∩ T = p. Moreover Sp is the
direct sum of the simple rings of fractions of R/Pi. This is a strong form of
going up and lying over of commutative algebra in this general setting.
A special case is when Sp is simple as algebra and of rank n
2 over its
center. In this case one can apply Artin’s Theorem and deduce that
Proposition 3.25. If Sp is simple as algebra and of rank n
2 over its center
than Rp is a rank n
2 Azumaya algebra over its center Tp.
Let us analyze general prime ideals, not necessarily closed under the
trace.
Proposition 3.26. Let S be an n–CH algebra with trace algebra A, P an
algebra ideal of S which is prime and p = P ∩ A. Let F be the field of
fractions of A/p.
Then S/P ⊗A F = S/P ⊗A/p F is a simple algebra and P is one of the
minimal primes of the prime trace algebra S/K(pS).
Proof. We have P ⊃ K(pS) since K(pS) is nilpotent modulo pS. Thus we
have a surjective map S/K(pS) → S/P which induces a surjective map
S/K(pS) ⊗A F → S/P ⊗A F with F the field of fractions of A/p. Since
S/P ⊗A F = S/P ⊗A/p F is a prime algebra and S/K(pS)⊗A F = ⊕iSi is a
direct sum of simple algebras we must have S/P ⊗A F = Si for some index
i and the claim follows.
Corollary 3.27. Let S be an n–CH algebra with trace algebra A, M an
algebra ideal of S which is maximal and m =M ∩A. Then m is a maximal
ideal of A.
Proof. We have that S/M is a simple algebra integral over A/m hence its
center, a field, is integral over A/m. The statement that A/m is a field follows
from the going up theorem.
Lemma 3.28. Let S be an n–CH algebra with trace algebra A, M an algebra
ideal of S so that S/M is simple of dimension n2 over its center and m =
M ∩A. Then M = mS.
Proof. This follows from the previous Proposition. Let S¯ := S/mS. S¯ is an
n–CH algebra with trace algebra F = A/mA which is a field by the previous
Lemma. The statement then follows by part 3) of Theorem 3.17.
Theorem 3.29. Let S be an n–CH algebra with trace algebra A a local ring
with maximal ideal m. Let M be an algebra ideal of S so that S/M is simple
of dimension n2 over its center, then M = mS and S is a rank n2 Azumaya
algebra over A.
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Proof. The fact that M = mS follows from the previous Lemma.
The fact that S is a rank n2 Azumaya algebra over A then follows from
Artin’s Theorem, since, as any n–CH algebra, S satisfies all polynomial
identities of n×nmatrices and no quotient satisfies the polynomial identities
of n− 1× n− 1 matrices.
3.30. The relatively free algebra of a simple algebra
Given a finite dimensional n–CH algebra R over a field F and with trace
in F , its relatively free algebra FR(ℓ) in ℓ variables can be described by the
method of generic elements by fixing a basis u1, . . . , um of R over F and
introducing ℓm variables ξi,j and generic elements
ξi :=
m∑
j=1
ξi,juj, i = 1, . . . , ℓ.
Then FR(ℓ) is the subalgebra of R ⊗F F [ξi,j] generated by the generic ele-
ments ξi and then closing it under trace. The trace algebra TR(ℓ) of FR(ℓ)
is contained in the polynomial ring F [ξi,j ], it is finitely generated over F
and the algebra FR(ℓ) is a finitely generated torsion free module over TR(ℓ)
(Proposition 8.2.4 and Theorem 8.2.5 of [1]).
Thus if GR(ℓ) is the field of fractions of TR(ℓ) we may construct the
algebra
HR(ℓ) := FR(ℓ)⊗TR(ℓ) GR(ℓ) ⊂ R⊗F F (ξi,j) (26)
with trace in GR(ℓ) hence finite dimensional over GR(ℓ) by Proposition 3.9.
We want to study the relatively free algebra in some ℓ variables for a
simple algebra with trace as in Theorem 3.15.
Up to PI equivalence we can assume that the algebra R, with trace t, is
one of the algebras F (m; a) of Formula (23). We describe such an algebra R
ordering the multiplicities ai as follows. We have s integers ℓ1 < ℓ2 < · · · < ℓs
and s partitions ki := 1
h1,i2h2,i · · · t
hti,i
i , so that R is a direct sum of the
algebras
R = ⊕si=1Aki , Aki := ⊕jMj(F )
⊕hj,i , t(a) = ℓi tr(a), a ∈Mj(F )
⊕hj,i . (27)
In this case a first general fact is
Lemma 3.31. Each algebra R of Formula 23 can be generated by 2 elements.
Proof. For a matrix algebra Mn(F ) a choice of two generators is a diag-
onal matrix D with distinct entries and the matrix Tn of the cyclic per-
mutation (1, 2, . . . , n). Just with D we generate all diagonal matrices. So if
R = ⊕jMhj(F ) let D = ⊕jDj with all the entries distinct and X = ⊕jChj .
D and X clearly generate R.
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Proposition 3.32. If ℓ ≥ 2 then, (HR(ℓ) = FR(ℓ)⊗TR(ℓ) GR(ℓ)):
dimGR(ℓ)HR(ℓ) = dimF R, (28)
HR(ℓ)⊗GR(ℓ) F (ξi,j) = R⊗F F (ξi,j). (29)
The algebra FR(ℓ) is prime and its ring of fractions HR(ℓ) is a simple algebra
with trace algebra GR(ℓ).
Proof. A semisimple trace algebra R is characterized by the fact that the
trace form tr(ab) is non degenerate. Ifm = dimF R we have that m elements
u1, . . . , um ∈ R form a basis of R if and only if the determinant of the m×m
matrix tr(uiuj) is different from 0.
Moreover, by the previous Lemma, R can be generated by 2 elements.
Therefore there are m monomialsMi, i = 1, . . . ,m in ℓ ≥ 2 generic elements
such that the determinant ∆ of the matrix tr(MiMj) is non zero. If we
invert ∆ we then have that the m monomials Mi, i = 1, . . . ,m form a basis
of FR(ℓ)[∆
−1] = FR(ℓ) ⊗TR(ℓ) TR(ℓ)[∆
−1] over TR(ℓ)[∆
−1]. Hence they also
form a basis of FR(ℓ) ⊗TR(ℓ) F (ξi,j) ⊂ R ⊗F F (ξi,j). These two spaces have
the same dimension over F (ξi,j) so they coincide.
The final statement follows from this or just from the fact that the trace
form is non degenerate.
For ℓ = 1 the algebra FR(1) is commutative generated by a single generic
element which is semisimple hence FR(1) is also prime and will be described
later.
If R is not semisimple the dimension of FR(ℓ)⊗TR(ℓ) GR(ℓ) may grow to
infinity with ℓ as the simplest example shows.
Consider the algebra of dual numbers F [ǫ], ǫ2 = 0 with trace of the
multiplication, tr(a+ bǫ) = 2a. It is a 2 CH algebra.
Denote the generic elements ξi = xi+yiǫ. The trace algebra is F [x1, . . . , xℓ],
and GR(m) = F (x1, . . . , xℓ), we have
f(ξ1, . . . , ξℓ) = f(x1, . . . , xℓ) + (
ℓ∑
j=1
∂f
∂xi
yi)ǫ.
HR(ℓ) = GR(ℓ)⊕
ℓ
j=1 GR(ℓ)yiǫ, dimGR(ℓ)HR(ℓ) = ℓ+ 1.
This phenomenon is strictly tied to the fact that R is not semisimple.
We have now the following classification of prime T–ideals.
Theorem 3.33. A T–ideal I of Sn(ℓ) is prime if and only if it is the ideal
of trace identities of one of the algebras F (m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak).
Proof. We have just seen that the T–ideal of one of these algebras is prime.
Conversely if I is prime it is the T–ideal of identities of the prime algebra
Sn(ℓ)/I. By Corollary 3.22 a prime algebra is PI equivalent to one of the
algebras F (m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak) hence I = I(m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak).
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Let us then set:
J(m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak) := I(m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak) ∩ Tn(ℓ). (30)
By Proposition 3.23 we have:
I(m; a) = {x ∈ Sn(ℓ) | tr(xSn(ℓ)) ⊂ J(m; a). (31)
The notion of T–ideal can be defined also for ideals in the trace algebra Tn(ℓ).
If J ⊂ Tn(ℓ) is a T–ideal then the set I(J) := {x ∈ Sn(ℓ) | tr(x · Sn(ℓ)) ⊂ J}
is clearly also a T–ideal. We deduce that
Corollary 3.34. A T–ideal J of Tn(ℓ) is prime if and only if it is the ideal
of pure trace identities of one of the algebras F (m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak).
Proof. Let I(J) be defined as before. It is enough to show that I(J) is also
prime.
Let A,B ⊃ I(J) be two trace ideals so that AB ⊂ I(J).
We thus have tr(A)tr(B) ⊂ J and then, since J is prime, for instance
tr(A) ⊂ J so that A ⊂ I(J).
For R = F (m; a) denote by GR(ℓ) the field of fractions of TR(ℓ). The
notations are:
FR(ℓ) = Sn(ℓ)/I(m; a), TR(ℓ) = Tn(ℓ)/J(m; a),
Sn(ℓ)/I(m; a)⊗Tn(ℓ)/J(m;a) GR(ℓ) = FR(ℓ)⊗TR(ℓ) GR(ℓ) =HR(ℓ).
(32)
The geometric interpretation of these ideals of the ring of invariants of ma-
trices will be developed in §3.38.1, Theorem 3.46 and Corollary 3.52.
The next Theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1.7 of Amitsur.
Theorem 3.35. Let R be as in Formula 27 and ℓ ≥ 2 then
HR(ℓ) ≃ ⊕
s
i=1 ⊕j Dhj,i (33)
with Dhj,i a division algebra of dimension j
2 over its center Fj which con-
tains GR(ℓ) and has degree [Fj : GR(ℓ)] = hj,i. The trace is given by a
Formula as in 24.
Proof. Given any pair h, k of integers there is a division ring Lh,k with
center Gh,k and dimGh,k Lh,k = h
2 furthermore one can choose Gh,k as to
contain a subfield Fh,k with [Gh,k : Fh,k] = k all these contain F . Then Lh,k
equipped with the trace trLh,k/Fh,k = trLh,k/Gh,k ◦ trGh,k/Fh,k is PI equivalent
to Mh(F )
⊕k. Then to compute the relatively free algebra we may replace R
by S := ⊕si=1 ⊕j Lj,hj,i with the appropriate trace and FR(ℓ) ≃ FS(ℓ). The
same argument as before gives, using a basis of S for the generic elements
FS(ℓ)⊗TR(ℓ) F (ξi,j) ≃ S ⊗F F (ξi,j) = ⊕
s
i=1 ⊕j Lj,hj,i ⊗F F (ξi,j).
Each Lj,hj,i ⊗F F (ξi,j) is still a division algebra and the claim follows.
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Let us develop the simplest example for the algebra R = F⊕s. Take as
trace tr(r1, . . . , rs) =
∑s
i=1 aixi for s integers a1 ≤ a2 ≤ . . . ≤ as with∑
i ai = n. Then R is an n–CH algebra.
The corresponding free algebra, for ℓ = 1 is described as follows. Consider
s variables x1, . . . , xs over Q (or C) and let G := Q(x1, . . . , xs) be the field
they generate. Let X be a diagonal n×n matrix with entries xi a number ai
of times. The relatively free algebra of R in one variable is the trace algebra
generated over Q by X.
First the simplest case s = 2, a1 = 1, a2 = 2, n = 3, x1 = u, x2 = x3 = v.
The characteristic polynomial of X is:
(t− u)(t− v)2 = t3 − (u+ 2v)t2 + (2uv + v2)t− uv2.
Set a = (u + 2v); b = (2uv + v2); c = uv2. These 3 elements generate the
algebra A of traces.
We have then:
a2 − 3b = (u− v)2; ab− 9c = 2v(u− v)2; 9c+ a3 − 4ab = u(u− v)2,
=⇒ 2v =
ab− 9c
a2 − 3b
; u =
9c+ a3 − 4ab
a2 − 3b
Moreover
3v2 − 2av + b = 0; u2 − 4au+ a2 − 4b = 0,
and a, b, c are the restrictions of the elementary symmetric functions to one
of the 3 planes where two coordinates are equal, therefore they satisfy as
equation the discriminant a polynomial of degree 4 and weight 6:
3a2b− 162abc + 243c2 − 12a2b2 + 18a3c+ 36b3.
The element X, besides satisfying its characteristic polynomial of degree 3,
satisfies its minimal polynomial (t − u)(t − v) which can be made into a
polynomial with coefficients in A by multiplying it by (a2 − 3b)2.
((a2 − 3b)X − (9c + a3 − 4ab))((a2 − 3b)X −
1
2
(ab− 9c)), (34)
The relative free algebra with trace of R, in 1 variable, is the algebra gen-
erated by X, a, b, c modulo these two relations.
The relation (34) decomposes as a product of two factors hence the
ring of fractions of R is the direct sum of two fields isomorphic to Q(u, v)
and under this isomorphism X 7→ (u, v) the trace on Q(u, v) ⊕ Q(u, v) is
(a, b) 7→ a+ 2b.
We return to the general case of X a diagonal n×n matrix with entries
p variables xi each a number ai of times. Let Q[X]T := Q[X, tr(x
i)], i =
1, . . . n the algebra with trace generated by X and T (X) = Q[tr(xi)] its trace
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algebra. Then T (X) is generated by the coefficients of the characteristic
polynomial of X i.e. setting m :=
∑
i ai
h(t;x1, . . . , xp) :
p∏
i=1
(t− xi)
ai = tn +
n∑
j=1
(−1)jαjt
n−j (35)
and X is integral over T (X).
In the special case in which all ai = 1 we have that T (X) is the algebra of
symmetric functions Q(x1, . . . , xn)
Sn = Q[e1, . . . , en] with ei the elementary
symmetric functions
h(t;x1, . . . , xn) :
n∏
i=1
(t− xi) = t
n +
n∑
j=1
(−1)jejt
p−j
and T (X)[X] = Q[e1, . . . , en][t]/(h(t;x1, . . . , xn)).
In general let F ⊂ G = Q(x1, . . . , xp) be the field of fractions of T (X).
We have that X is algebraic over F and F [X] is semisimple. In order to
understand F [X] we can use the fact that it is a CH algebra and tr(Xj) =∑
i ajx
j
i ∈ F . In fact these elements generate F over Q. We need a simple
Lemma:
Lemma 3.36. Lat L be a field of characteristic 0 and f(t) ∈ L[t] a poly-
nomial whose distinct roots are α1, . . . , αk (they may appear with multiplic-
ities).
Then the polynomial f¯(t) :=
∏k
i=1(t− αi) has coefficients in L.
Proof. Decompose f(t) =
∏j
i=1 gi(t)
hi with the gi(t) ∈ L[t] irreducible and
distinct. Then, since L has characteristic 0, all the gi(t) have distinct roots
and clearly f¯(t) =
∏j
i=1 gi(t).
Applying this Lemma to the polynomial h of Formula (35) we have that
Q(x1, . . . , xp)
Sp ⊂ F ⊂ Q(x1, . . . , xp),
The set of the p variables xi is partitioned into the s equivalence classes
of the equivalence relation xi ∼= xj, ⇐⇒ ai = aj . Each class with ki
elements, Ai := {xj | k1 + . . .+ ki−1 + 1 ≤ j ≤ k1 + . . .+ ki}.
In other words, up to reordering the x′is, we have strictly positive integers
k1, k2, . . . , ks and also 0 < a1 < a2 < . . . < as so that n =
∑
kiai and
h(t;x1, . . . , xp) =
s∏
i=1
(
k1+...+ki∏
i=k1+...+ki−1+1
(t− xi))
ai (36)
As for F , by Galois Theory we have F = Q(x1, . . . , xp)
H where H is the
subgroup of Sp fixing the polynomial h(t;x1, . . . , xp). This is clearly the
Young subgroup
∏s
i=1 SAj product of the symmetric groups on the disjoint
sets Aj. Setting L := Q(x1, . . . , xp)
Sp and Fi := L(xj; j ∈ Ai)
SAi we thus
have
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Proposition 3.37.
F = F1 ⊗L F2 ⊗L . . . ⊗L Fs−1 ⊗L Fs (37)
F [X] = ⊕si=1F [t]/
k1+...+ki∏
i=k1+...+ki−1+1
(t− xi) = ⊕
s
i=1Gi. (38)
The element X corresponds to (x1, . . . , xs) with xi the class of t in the i
th
summand Gi.
The trace is
tr(r1, . . . , rs) =
s∑
i=1
ai trGi\F (ri).
As for the trace algebra T (X) = Q[tr(Xi)], this is also generated by the
coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of X, Formula (35). The matrix
X is the direct sum X = ⊕si=1X
⊕ai
i of the diagonal matrices Xi of size ki
having as entries the variables xj , j ∈ Ai. If we let Ti(X) = T (Xi) we have
that T (Xi) is the polynomial ring in the ki elementary symmetric functions
in these variables and finally:
Theorem 3.38. The integral closure of T (X) in its field of fractions F is
T (X) = T (X1)⊗Q T (X2)⊗Q . . . ⊗Q T (Xs−1)⊗Q T (Xs) (39)
The integral closure of T (X)[X] in the semisimple algebra F [X] is
⊕si=1 T (X)[t]/
k1+...+ki∏
i=k1+...+ki−1+1
(t− xi). (40)
3.38.1. The general case ℓ ≥ 2
We assume F algebraically closed. Let us first recall some general facts
for which we may refer to Springer [27]. Let G be a reductive group and V
a linear representation, one has that the ring of invariants S[V ∗]G is finitely
generated so it is the coordinate ring of some irreducible variety denoted
by V//G. The inclusion S[V ∗]G ⊂ S[V ∗] corresponds to a quotient map
π : V → V//G which is surjective and such that each fiber contains a unique
closed orbit. The stabilizer of a point of a closed orbit is also reductive, one
says that two stabilizers have the same type if they are conjugate. One has
only finitely many types of stabilizers and by Luna’s theory, [14], the quotient
variety is stratified into the smooth strata ΣH formed by all points in V//G
corresponding to the stabilizer types H. That is the closed orbit in π−1(p)
is G–isomorphic to G/H or, equivalently, there is a point q ∈ π−1(p) with
stabilizer H. Finally the closure of a stratum ΣH is the union of the strata
ΣK where H is conjugate to a subgroup of K.
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Our case is the space Mn(F )
ℓ acted by conjugation by the linear group.
By a Theorem of M. Artin [3] in this case, the non {0} closed orbits cor-
respond to those ℓ–tuples of matrices which generate a semisimple alge-
bra, and such an algebra is conjugate to one of the algebras F (m; a) =
F (m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak),
∑
miai = n of Formula (23). We assume from
now on that ℓ ≥ 2 so, from Lemma 3.31, all of these algebras appear.
Proposition 3.39. The stabilizer of a ℓ–tuple of matrices generating the
algebra F (m; a) is the group G(a;m) of invertible elements in the centralizer
algebra conjugate to F (a;m) of dimension
∑
i a
2
i .
Proof. In fact an element g ∈ GL(n, F ) fixes the ℓ tuple if and only if it lies
in the centralizer of the algebra F (m; a) which is an algebra of type F (a;m)
by the double centralizer Theorem.
Corollary 3.40. In the case of Mn(F )
ℓ we have that the stabilizer types are
of the form G(a;m).
We denote by Σ♯(a;m) = Σ♯(a1, . . . , ak;m1, . . . ,mk) the union of the
closed orbits with stabilizer type G(a;m).
The variety Σ♯(a;m) can be described as follows.
Lemma 3.41. A closed orbit O, with stabilizer type G(a;m) intersects the
space F (m; a)ℓ in a single orbit under the group Aut(m; a) of automorphisms
of F (m; a).
Proof. By definition there is a point p := (a1, . . . , aℓ) in the orbit with
stabilizer exactly G(a;m). Thus the elements {a1, . . . , aℓ} lie in F (m; a)
the centralizer of G(a;m). Moreover these elements must generate F (m; a),
again by the double centralizer Theorem, since they generate a semisimple
algebra with centralizer F (a;m). Assume that p, q ∈ F (m; a)ℓ are in the
same orbit q = g · p. Since p and q generate F (m; a) we must have that g
fixes F (m; a) and of course it is an isomorphism.
Conversely it is enough to show that:
Lemma 3.42. Each automorphism of F (m; a) is the restriction of an inner
automorphism of matrices.
Proof. The automorphism group
Aut(m; a) = G0 ⋉H, dimAut(m; a) =
∑
i
m2i − k (41)
is the semidirect product of its conneced component G0 =
∏k
i=1 PGL(mi, F )
of inner automorphisms and the finite group H product of the symmetric
groups permuting the blocks relative to indices (mi, ai) which are equal
between each other. These are also given by conjugation by permutation
matrices.
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Proposition 3.43.
dimΣ♯(a;m) = n2 + (ℓ− 1)(
k∑
i=1
m2i )−
k∑
i=1
a2i + k. (42)
Proof. For each p ∈ Σ♯(a;m) denote by F (p) the semisimple subalgebra it
generates, by hypothesis conjugate to F (m; a).
The set of subalgebras of Mn(F ) conjugate to F (m; a) is an orbit, in the
Grassmann variety of subspaces of Mn(F ), under GL(n, F ). The subgroup
G˜(m; a) := {g ∈ GL(n, F ) | g(F (m; a)) = F (m; a)}
fits into an exact sequemce
0 −−−−→ G(a;m) −−−−→ G˜(m; a) −−−−→ Aut(m; a) −−−−→ 0.
Thus this orbit of F (m; a) has dimension
dimGL(n, F )− dim G˜(a;m) = n2 −
∑
i
a2i −
∑
i
m2i + k.
The variety Σ♯(a;m) fibers, in a GL(n, F ) equivariant way over this orbit.
We can take as fiber the points p ∈ Σ♯(a;m) with F (p) = F (m; a). Thus
p ∈ O(m; a, ℓ) the open set of F (m; a)ℓ of ℓ–tuples which generate F (m; a).
We have dimO(m; a, ℓ) = ℓ
∑
im
2
i , hence the claim.
We now pass to the Luna strata Σ(a;m) in the quotient variety.
Proposition 3.44.
dimΣ(a;m) = (ℓ− 1)(
k∑
i=1
m2i ) + k. (43)
Proof. This follows from the previous Proposition and the fact that the
closed orbits of type (a;m) have dimension n2 −
∑
i a
2
i .
Consider a maximal proper subalgebra ⊕jMpj (F ) ⊂ ⊕iMmi(F ). This is
obtained by splitting one of the mi say m1 = p + q and replacing Mm1(F )
with Mp(F )⊕Mq(F ). The dimension of the corresponding stratum is
dimΣ(a;m)−(ℓ−1)(p+q)2+(ℓ−1)(p2+q2)+1 = dimΣ(a;m)−(ℓ−1)2pq+1
We have (ℓ− 1)2pq − 1 = 1 if and only if ℓ = 2, p = q = 1 so we have:
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Theorem 3.45. Except in the case ℓ = 2 and one of the blocks is 2× 2 ma-
trices the complement of the stratum Σ(a;m) in its closure has codimension
≥ 2.
In this case the regular functions on Σ(a;m) give the integral closure of
the functions on Σ(a;m).
For two 2 × 2 matrices the complement of the open stratum is the hy-
persurface of equation det(XY − Y X).
Recall that a T–ideal in the free algebra with trace F 〈x1, . . . , xℓ〉[t(M)]
is an ideal stable under the semigroup S of variable substitutions or endo-
morphisms.
Such a semigroup induces for all n
1. a semigroup Sn of variable substitutions or endomorphisms in each of
the quotient algebras FT,n〈x1, . . . , xℓ〉
2. an opposite semigroup Sopn of regular maps on the variety Mn(F )
ℓ
commuting with the PGL(n, F ) action
3. a semigroup of regular maps in the quotient varietyMn(F )
ℓ//PGL(n, F )
or on its coordinate ring Tn(ℓ) the trace algebra of FT,n〈x1, . . . , xℓ〉.
Let G be the (infinite dimensional) group of automorphisms of the free
algebra in the variables X.
Then, for each n, the group G induces a group Gn of regular automor-
phisms on the variety Mn(F )
X commuting with PGL(n, F ); therefore it
preserves the Luna stratification.
Given a T–ideal Mn(Aℓ,n)
PGL(n,F ) it defines a PGL(n, F ) stable sub-
scheme of Mn(F )
ℓ stable also under Gn.
Theorem 3.46. The ideal J(m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak) is the ideal of Tn(ℓ)
vanishing on the subvariety Σ¯(a;m).
The ideal I(m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak) is the ideal of Sn(ℓ) vanishing on the
subvariety Σ¯(a;m).
Proof. First J(m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak) vanishes on the set of ℓ–tuples gen-
erating a subalgebra conjugate to F (m; a) so it vanishes on Σ¯(a;m). Con-
versely the ideal of Tn(ℓ) vanishing on the subvariety Σ¯(a;m) by the previous
remark is a T–ideal. It is prime and contained in J(m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak).
Then since the prime T–ideals are in 1 to 1 correspondence with the strata
it must coincide with J(m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak).
We next analyze in some detail these ideals. Consider the space F (m; a)ℓ
and inside it the open set O(a;m) := Σ♯(a;m) ∩ F (m; a)ℓ of generating ℓ–
tuples.
We have that, Lemma 3.42, two points in O(a;m) are in the same orbit
under Aut(m; a) if and only if they are in the same PGL(n, F ) orbit so we
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have a factorization of quotient maps,
F (m; a)ℓ
i
//
f

Mn(F )
ℓ
f¯

F (m; a)ℓ//Aut(m; a)
i¯
//Mn(F )
ℓ//PGL(n, F )
(44)
such that, by Lemma 3.41, the map
i¯ : O(m; a)ℓ//Aut(m; a)→ Σ(a;m)
is bijective and, since Σ(a;m) is smooth it must be an isomorphism.
As a consequence, setting A(m);ℓ =
⊗k
i=1Ami,ℓ to be the algebra of
polynomial functions on F (m; a)ℓ = ⊕iMmi(F ) we have:
Theorem 3.47. The map π : F (m; a)ℓ//Aut(m; a) → Σ¯(a;m) is the nor-
malization. The invariant algebra A
Aut(m;a)
(m);ℓ is the normalization of the al-
gebra Tn(ℓ)/J(m; a).
Proof. By Formula (41)
F (m; a)ℓ//Aut(m; a) =
(
F (m; a)ℓ//G0
)
//H (45)
(F (m; a)ℓ//G0) =
k∏
i=1
M ℓmi//PGL(mi, F ). (46)
This last variety is the variety of k–tuples of semisimple representations each
of dimensions mi. As F (m; a)
ℓ//Aut(m; a) is normal and by the previous
remark the map π is birational, it only needs to be verified that the map is
finite. For this it is enough to see that the map
F (m; a)ℓ//
k∏
i=1
PGL(mi, F )→ F (m; a)
ℓ//Aut(m; a)→ Σ¯(a;m)
is finite. This follows from the set theoretic description of the two varieties
as semisimple representations since a semisimple representation can be pre-
sented as a direct sum only in finitely many ways.
We need now a general fact, take an algebra with trace R. Change the
trace by multiplication by a ∈ F and set Ra to be the algebra R with this
new trace.
One has that trace identities of Ra correspond bijectively to trace iden-
tities of R by the isomorphism of the free algebra with trace, ϕa mapping
ϕa : t(M) → a · t(M). In particular if R is a k Cayley–Hamilton algebra
and a ∈ N, one has that Ra is an n = a · k Cayley–Hamilton algebra, but
there is still an isomorphism between the two spaces of trace identities so the
n = a ·k Cayley–Hamilton identity for Ra is the a power of the transformed
Cayley–Hamilton identity for R. A special case is the algebra F (k; a) which
is just Mk(F ) with trace t(r) = a · tr(r).
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Proposition 3.48. The relatively free algebra in ℓ variables of F (k, a) is
Sk(ℓ)a, i.e. Sk(ℓ) with the new trace a · tr(r).
Now we introduce the algebra Sℓ(m; a) of Aut(m; a) equivariant maps
from F (m; a)ℓ to F (m; a). Denote by A(m);ℓ the algebra of polynomial func-
tions on F (m; a) so that:
Sℓ(m; a) = (A(m);ℓ ⊗ F (m; a))
Aut(m;a). (47)
By Lemma 3.31, as soon as ℓ ≥ 2 the center Tℓ(m; a) of Sℓ(m; a) is
Tℓ(m; a) = (A(m);ℓ ⊗ F
k)Aut(m;a) (48)
with F k the center of F (m; a).
Lemma 3.49. The kernel of the restriction of the functions Sn(ℓ) (resp
Tn(ℓ)) to F (m; a)
ℓ is I(m; a) (resp J(m; a)).
The algebra Sn(ℓ) (resp Tn(ℓ)) maps, under the restriction of the func-
tions to F (m; a)ℓ, to the algebra Sℓ(m; a) (resp Tℓ(m; a)).
Proof. By Theorem 3.46 the ideal I(m1, . . . ,mk; a1, . . . , ak) is the ideal of
Sn(ℓ) vanishing on the subvariety Σ¯(a;m).
Since PGL(n, F )(F (m; a)ℓ) is dense in Σ¯(a;m) and the elements of Sn(ℓ)
are PGL(n, F ) equivariant the first statement follows.
As for the second recall that the elements p ∈ F (m; a)ℓ are the fixed
points of the invertible elements of the centralizer. Thus, under a PGL(n, F )
equivariant map, such a point p is sent to F (m; a). Moreover since Aut(m; a)
is induced by a subgroup of PGL(n, F ) the second statement also holds.
So next we must analyze the algebra Sℓ(m; a). The k indices decompose
into t subsets Ij each of some cardinality uj where the pairs (mi, ai) are
equal to some (m(j), a(j)) and H =
∏t
j=1 Suj , of Formula (41), where Suj
permutes uj factors of some type Mm(j),a(j)(F )
ℓ.
Theorem 3.50. The algebra Sℓ(m; a) is isomorphic to
Sℓ(m; a) ≃ ⊕
t
j=1
(
⊕
uj
i=1Sm(j)(ℓ)⊗Tm(j)(ℓ) A
G0
(m);ℓ
)Suj
. (49)
It contains the algebra, with R = F (m; a):
Sn(ℓ)/I(m; a)⊗Tn(ℓ)/J(m;a) A
Aut(m;a)
(m);ℓ
(32)
= FR(ℓ)⊗TR(ℓ) A
Aut(m;a)
(m);ℓ . (50)
Proof. This we do in two steps, first we consider the larger algebra S0ℓ (m; a)
of G0 (Formula (41)) equivariant maps from F (m; a)
ℓ to F (m; a):
S0ℓ (m; a) = (F (m; a)⊗F A(m);ℓ)
G0 = ⊕ki=1(Mmi(F )⊗A(m);ℓ)
G0
= ⊕ki=1(Mmi(F )⊗Ami;ℓ)
PGL(mi) ⊗T (mi,ℓ) A
G0
(m);ℓ
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= ⊕ki=1Smi(ℓ)⊗Tmi (ℓ) A
G0
(m);ℓ = ⊕
t
j=1(⊕
uj
i=1Sm(j)(ℓ)⊗Tmj (ℓ) A
G0
(m);ℓ). (51)
This is the direct sum of the algebras of PGL(mi, F ) equivariant maps
fromMmi(F )
ℓ toMmi(F ) that is the usual trace algebras of generic matrices
extended to AG0(m);ℓ = Tm1(ℓ)⊗Tm2(ℓ)⊗ . . .⊗Tmk(ℓ). If the summand relative
to i corresponds to the pair (mi, ai) the trace in Smi(ℓ)⊗Tmi(ℓ) A
G0
(m);ℓ is the
ordinary trace multiplied by ai, by proposition 3.48. Formula (49) follows
from Formula (51). The group H =
∏t
j=1 Suj acts on the algebra of Formula
(51) by permuting the summands of each term ⊕
uj
i=1Sm(j)(ℓ) ⊗Tmj (ℓ) A
G0
(m);ℓ
through Suj hence the claim of Formula (49). The map Sn(ℓ) 7→ ⊕
k
i=1Smi(ℓ)
given by restricting to F (m; a)ℓ induces a map to Sℓ(m; a) with kernel
I(m; a) by Lemma 3.49 and I(m; a) ∩ Tn(ℓ) = J(m; a).
As for
(
⊕
uj
i=1Sm(j)(ℓ)⊗Tm(j)(ℓ) A
G0
(m);ℓ
)Suj
we have the following general
fact. Let R = A⊕h = A1 ⊕A2 ⊕ . . .⊕Ah be a direct sum of algebras over Q
and G a finite group acting on R permuting the summands transitively and
H the subgroup of G fixing the first summand (and permuting the others).
Thus choosing gi ∈ G with gi · A1 = Ai we have that G =
⋃h
i=1 giH is the
coset decomposition.
Proposition 3.51. The projection π1 : R = A
⊕h → A on the first summand
induces a isomorphism between RG and AH .
Proof. Let (a1, a2, . . . , ah) ∈ R
G, if h ∈ H we have
h · (a1, a2, . . . , ah) = (h · a1, a2, . . . , ah) = (a1, a2, . . . , ah) =⇒ a1 ∈ A
H .
Next since G permutes the summands transitively if a1 = 0 then ai = gia1 =
0, ∀i so π1 is injective.
Finally π1 is surjective since if a ∈ A
H we have
1
|H|
∑
g∈G
ga =
1
|H|
h∑
i=1
∑
h∈H
giha = (a, g2a, g3a, . . . , gha) ∈ R
G.
Assume that the uj indices which correspond to the pair m(j), a(j) are
v + 1, . . . , v + uj, then write
Tm1(ℓ)⊗Tm2(ℓ)⊗ . . .⊗Tmk(ℓ) = B⊗Tv+1(ℓ)⊗Tv+2(ℓ)⊗ . . .⊗Tv+uj (ℓ)⊗C
and Suj permutes the factors Tv+1(ℓ)⊗ Tv+2(ℓ)⊗ . . .⊗ Tv+uj (ℓ).
Corollary 3.52.
(
⊕
uj
i=1Sm(j)(ℓ)⊗Tm(j)(ℓ) A
G0
(m);ℓ
)Suj
≃ Sm(j)(ℓ)⊗F B ⊗ (Tv+2(ℓ)⊗ . . .⊗ Tv+uj (ℓ))
Suj−1 ⊗ C. (52)
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In particular this last algebra is a domain and we have a better under-
standing of Theorem 3.35. We leave to the reader to verify
FR(ℓ) = Sn(ℓ)/I(m; a) ⊂ Sℓ(m; a) ⊂ FR(ℓ)⊗TR(ℓ) GR(ℓ) ≃ ⊕
s
i=1 ⊕j Dhj,i
(53)
The algebra of Formula (49) may be viewed as a form of integral closure
of the algebra of Formula (50). Compare with Theorem 3.41.
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